
TORONTO STREETS MAKE JAZZ NOT CLASSICAL MUSIC AND THEY SPEAK TO INHERENT 

RESILIENCE   

 

 

  

 

Toronto’s neighbourhood streets are not often conventionally pretty or elegant but they make beautiful 

music in their own way. Many began life with a housing stock which was sober, restrained and repetitive 

with few materials, a limited colour palette and few design flourishes. These workman-like solid 

dwellings housed a society which was relatively homogeneous, living in ways that were fairly common to 

most and outwardly at least, prim and controlled.  

 

That was the starting point for these neighbourhood streets but they have since evolved to exhibit 

startling variety as new waves of inhabitants have transformed their individual dwellings. And as our city 

has diversified socially so has the personality and appearance of our streets. Re-workings, additions, 

contractions, new colours, cladding, window treatments, railings, porches or lack thereof, fences and 

especially front gardens have become intensely personal expressions of the inhabitants of each lot. The 



transformations and adaptations of the interiors of the houses have been equally pervasive as lifestyles 

and needs have shifted and households changed. Walking on these streets we can literally read these 

stories of adaptation.  As this happens what we are witnessing is the emergence of a new kind of multi-

lingual Toronto vernacular. Added to individual preferences is an overlay of tastes, desires, needs, 

aspirations and cultural interpretations of the meaning of home that reflects all the places their 

occupants have come from and their changing needs. 

 

There are cycles of change as use and occupation have ebbed and waned, periods of thinning and 

thickening. When I arrived in Toronto the Annex was a place of student  rooming houses , then single 

family dweliings again with new affluence, and now doubling up again in new nore affordable ways with 

multi-generational households, new forms of sharihng – co-livinng arrangements among unrealted 

people and seniors getting together to form households. Necessity has been the mother of invention as 

this housing stock has continued to demonstrate remakable adapatability. 

 

Clearly some rules and guidelines are needed to ward off  ungainly monster houses, or wholesale 

transformations of streets into parking lots with parking pads on every front garden. It is not a complete 

free for all. Zoning issues are adjudicated in Committee of Adjustment hearings (I served on the 

Committee for four years long ago) but by and large in a remarkable spirit of ‘live and let live’, each 

owner has been allowed self-expression inside the property line as long as he or she did not impinge on 

their neighbours. Over time what has emerged is a new Toronto ‘look’ and feel and an esthetic which is 

unabashedly eclectic, rich, and gloriously exuberant. It is untamed and at first glance perhaps messy and 

chaotic. It certainly defeats any preconceived notion of order or uniformity.   

 

This patchwork quilt look is the perfect expression of our increasingly heterogeneous polyglot 

population. The floodgates are open testing our notion beauty itself, now longer about order and 

harmony but a vivid demonstration of life asserting itself and showing us how a dynamic city appears in 

its perpetually unfinished work-in-progress state. The pediments, dormers and trim are sometimes 

mismatched from lot to lot with odd juxtapositions of form and colour. The front lawns where everyone 

was once under peer pressure to keep the grass neatly trimmed have sprouted an infinite variety of 

gardens for vegetables or flowers, tiny kingdoms of self-expression from wild to manicured, hard and 

soft. It is the edgy kaleidoscopic expression of transformation as a collage by many hands not the come-

to-rest end state image with a singular idea.  



Like improvised jazz there is an element of surprise as riffs are taken by soloists but there is also a 

framework of understood norms and relationships, the rhythm section of streets, blocks and lanes 

which provides the glue and coherence that ties the whole together. The most important takeaway is 

that difference is OK and we have moved from tolerance to embrace of those differences, from 

ourselves to our built environment. This eclecticism is energizing and stimulating and something to 

celebrate as long as there is mutual respect very like our ability to enjoy living together in a city where 

some may wear turbans, hijabs or kippahs without feeling identity loss or to benefit from the greatly 

enriched menu of food choices now available to us.    

 

This is not only about the ‘look and feel’ of these neighbourhood streets, however. Something deeper is 

also at play in the process of adaptation. A major issue we now face is affordability and how to make a 

city which can continue to accommodate diversity in all respects by tapping a built in capacity for the 

adaptation of these neighbourhoods by their occupants in many cases to absorb more residents.  

 

The challenge is can we bring some of these self-adaptive strategies to increase housing supply and 

deliver more affordable housing into the newer neighbourhoods which had zoned them out and in ones 

yet to be built.  In pursuit of efficiencies in scale and uniformity of appearance and occupancy we often 

created enclaves of likeness in terms of class and income and diminished the ability of inhabitants to 

modify their living environments to meet changing needs, household sizes, or to share their spaces.  

 

 

At the same time we suppressed the expression of potentially diverse communities into a kind of bland 

and uncommunicative sameness. The radical eclecticism of Toronto’s older neighbourhoods has much to 

teach us, not just about a jazz-like esthetic of improvisation (which I have come to appreciate and enjoy) 



but also about a great inherent capacity for adaptation malleability and resilience which these newer 

neighbourhoods often lack.  

 

Freezing reality often leads to fearful nimbyism, rejecting any form of change and forcing growth into 

fewer places amplifying the pressures of gentrification and forcing the displacement of lower income 

residents.  The city is a sponge with extraordinary ability to improvise and absorb change. There is a 

huge available resource of large underutilized space in houses across the city and it is important not to 

be overly precious while protecting their pristine homogenity. One of the ways we can address 

affordabiliy is to work on a much large canvas to spread both the pressures and benefits.  

 

For example, by loosening up the zoning on secondary suites and laneway housing we can free up 

enormous untapped capacity for ‘gentle density’ increases over vast areas of our city instead of relying 

on cataclysmic change in a few confined locations. While more challenging these same strategies for 

self-generated adaptation, growth and change can also be applied in denser multi-story ‘missing middle’ 

buildings along our arteries and on obsolescent and underutilized sites throughout the city. As we do 

this we also need a public response to also strengthen the support services and amenities which go with 

increased density and expand the public realm and availability of transportation alternatives, a safe 

network of bike lanes and access to transit.  

 

A wonderful if extreme example of the potential for self-expression is the extraordinary creation of 
Albino Carreira at 473 Clinton Street in Seaton Village. An immigrant from Portugal who made a new life 
in Toronto as a construction worker, Albino was Injured in a workplace accident in 1993. Unable to 
continue, he has devoted himself ever since to creating a truly magical encrustation of his family home 
and front garden with hundreds of thousands of found objects from daily life from coins, to corks, shells, 
pool cues and children’s toys, artistically assembled to form a living museum. This never ending project is 
a source of delight to his neighbours as was recognized in 1998 by Mayor Barbara Hall as the Best 
Eccentric Garden in the city.  It beautifully captures the endless churn of life in the city.  

  


